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The present criterion for radiation protection appears to be "exposure reduction"
rather than "adequate protection of health."

The 1990 ICRP draft recommendations for a system of dose limitation would
further implement this more restrictive criterion by implementing certain academic
concepts and assumptions. These concepts and assumptions are discussed and the
suggestion is made ti .at the radiation protection community needs to carefully examine
the need for the complex system proposed.

INTRODUCTION

The intent of this presentation is to provoke the radiation protection
community, particularly these whose profession is in health physics, to step back,
examine, and evaluate the present trend in radiation protection, which we contend is
driven by the criterion of exposure reduction. Does this criterion of exposure
reduction, if that is the driving force, best serve the stated primary objective of
health physics, to wit: the development of scientific knowledge and practical means
for the protection of man and the environment from the harmful effects of radiation,
thus providing for its utilization for the benefit of mankind? We suggest that
practicing health physicists, operating in the 50s and 60s under rather simple rules
and the criterion of what may be described as "adequate protection of public
health," served the nation well in meeting this objective. A remarkable record of
safety and public health protection attests to how well the radiation protection
community does its job.
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The central question we are raising is whether the "system of dose limitation"
introduced by the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) in the
70s, and now being expanded upon in its 1990 draft recommendations, best meets
this objective (ICRP90). We contend that, ICRP's academic-oriented protection
system has been instrumental in establishing exposure reduction as a fundamental
operating criterion for radiation protection and that implementing this criterion
inherently leads to protection requirements that are biased toward speculation in the
use of scientific knowledge, overly complex, excessively restrictive, and exceedingly
and unnecessarily expensive. In the discussion that follows, we attempt to support
this contention by focusing on the basic tenets of radiation protection and on certain
concepts and assumptions used in ICRP's system of dose limitation.

We conclude that a careful examination of the primary objective of radiation
protection by the radiation protection community at-large is warranted; is it adequate
health protection, or is it continuous exposure reduction? A corollary to this
question calls for a rethinking of the adoption of these concepts and assumptions
as a means of implementing the long-standing and still acceptable basic tenets of
radiation protection given below.

BASIC (TENETS) OF RADIATION PROTECTION

ICRP's 1990 recommended system of protection encompasses the following
elements:

* Justification of a practice
* The optimization of protection
* Individual dose or limits

These tenets or principles have guided radiation protection for more than 40 years.
The 1960 Federal Guidance approved by President Eisenhower expresses them in
somewhat similar phrases, but the connotations for implementation are much
simpler (FRC60).

For justification of a practice, Federal Guidance recommends only that there
not be any exposure (man-made) without the expectation of a benefit. The
guidance also states that when useful activities meet the requirements of the
guidance recommendations, such activities should be authorized. On the other
hand, in its 1990 draft, ICRP recommends making a choice after considering
possible control options that "go far beyond the scope of radiation protection" in
showing that the net benefit is positive. ICRP would apply this examination to both
existing and new practices. Obviously, ICRP allows operational judgments to play a
lesser role in justifying a practice for which some exposure might occur, depending
more on regulatory requirements to reflect such judgments.
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To implement the second principle Federal Guidance recommends that
"every effort should be made to encourage the maintenance of radiation doses as
far below [its guide] as practicable." This recommendation, which allows for
qualitative judgement at the operational level, appears to have served well to prevent
unnecessary radiation exposures. However, the more recent emphasis on
achieving quantitation of optimization, or "as low as reasonably achievable
(ALARA)," has militated against operational judgement and greatly negated the
benefit of practical experience. The ICRP notes that even when "individuals have
been adequately protected" resources should be expended to reduce exposures
until such expenditures are "seriously out-of-line with the consequent reduction."
This is a clear example of the use of "exposure reduction" as the operative criterion
of protection, rather than the achievement of "adequate protection of public health."

The most significant change that has occurred in the implementation of these
basic tenets, however, is in the role of ALARA relative to dose limits. Whereas the
limits play the dominant role in assuring public protection under the 1960 Federal
Guidance, the roles clearly are reversed today with ALARA being a judgement call
reflecting good industrial or public health practice. Of course, this does not apply to
Federal Guidance for occupational exposure since the 1960 guidance was changed
to reflect ICRP's thinking in (date). Dose limits for workers, or even fractions of the
dose limits chosen as operational targets (dose constraints), according to ICRP
"should never be regarded as an alternative to the process of optimizing protection."
In ICRP's system of protection, the dose limits serve only to display that which is
considered to be at the border between a range of doses that are "tolerable" and
those that are "unacceptable". Generally, we accept a limit to mean "safe,"
recognizing that absolute safety is neither guaranteed nor implied, such as in a
speed limit.

SYSTEM OF DOSE LIMITATION: CONCEPTS AND ASSUMPTIONS

The perceived level of protection provided by the ICRP system is a direct
function of not only the assumptions made in estimating the risk of causing a health
detriment, but also many of the concepts used in implementing procedures and in
achieving a perceived level of protection. Several of these assumptions and
concepts are identified and briefly discussed below.

No Safe Level of Exposure

The October 1990 HPS NEWSLETTER quotes the ICRP chairman as follows,
"We think there is sufficient evidence that all radiation at any dose, however small,
implies a risk (HPS90)." This statement can be argued to be correct on a theoretical
basis, i.e., a single radiation-induced event in a single DNA molecule results in a
single cell becoming malignant, and, thus, causes a lifetime threat of fatal cancer.
There are observational data, other data to the contrary, which suggest that the
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statement may not be true. The epidemiologic data from the study of the radium-
dial painters strongly suggest a high dose threshold for bone-cancer induction,
suggesting also that DNA and cell repair mechanisms may overcome the single
event postulated. In addition, more and more evidence is being accumulated that
support dose-response models that include a time-since-exposure term which
decreases the maqnitude of the risk from a given dose (NCRP84; NAS88;
UNSCEAR88).

The major point, however, is not to argue the theory behind the "no safe level
of exposure" assumption, but rather to question its general acceptance and to
consider the implication of its use. It implies that, at the levels of exposure we
control and regulate, we accept estimates of health risk that are "speculates" based
on a linear non-threshold dose-response rr.odel, rather than restricting our
information to what we know with some degree of certainty. This supports an
increasingly restrictive trend in radiation protection (ALARA and zero exposure
goals) by accepting a change in protection criterion from "no undue hazard" (which
may be roughly equivalent to "adequate protection of health") to one of "pruden'i
public health", which in today's climate is exercised by means of continuing
exposure reduction. An environmental activist said it best by stating, in reference to
the alleged radiation hazard from electric appliances, power lines, and video-display
terminals, that a de-facto policy that considers a pollutant innocent until proven
guilty "...should be rejected out of hand by sensible people everywhere," which
suggests acceptance as existing that which is unobserved until proven otherwise
(Br89).

Do we have to prove that a single DNA event is not carcinogenic in order to
declare that some level of radiation exposure other than zero is not unhealthy?
Common usage of the word "safe" does not imply the absence of any harm. Does
the radiation protection community have an underlying fear that transcends our
operating philosophy of respect for radiation? Should we not carefully examine and
openly declare what we know about radiation health effects and what we truly
believe to be radiation hazards? Is it unconscionable to be positive about what we
know in providing protection rather than giving credence to speculation in an effort
to be "prudent"? Prudent actually means "common sense."

Effective Dose Equivalent (Effective Dose)

This concept was introduced by ICRP in 1977 for the apparent purpose of
bringing some order to risk assessments and some consistency to recordkeeping
(ICRP77). While it may have some arguable merit in the management of radiation
protection, its merit in risk assessments is less certain, and our contention is that it
is inappropriate when applied to assessments that involve internal emitters,
especially internally deposited alpha-emitters.

Two examples can be given that suggest a rethinking of the current wide
acceptance and use of this concept: establishing limits for radium-226 in drinking
water and calculating the contribution of radon exposures to overall natural radiation
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background levels. In the first instance the Environmental Protection Agency
calculates, for a given drinking water intake level (at the tap), a dose to every body
organ resulting from the radium in systemic blood following ingestion (EPA86). The
agency uses these calculated organ absorbed doses, a quality factor of 20 for alpha
particles, and ICRP-26 tissue risk weighting factors to derive "effective dose"
equivalents for each organ so exposed. The total effective dose equivalent and the
associated risk of cancer mortality are then summations of these individual organ
quantities. The public's perception in viewing a listing of these organ risks is that
every radiosensitive organ in the body, supplied with radium containing blood, is at
risk for the induction of cancer, even though the organs are those specifically
identified for high dose, high dose rate, low-LET radiation exposures. This listing of
organs at risk derived only from dosimetric consideration, however, is not consistent
with our knowledge of the association between radium ingestion and the induction
of cancer. Only bone cancer and carcinomas of the paranasal sinuses and mastoid
air cells have been found following long-term studies of radium-dial painters. Even
leukemia has not been observed as a consequence of the large body burdens of
radium-226 experienced. Is it misleading, then, for the public to be provided a
listing of cancers that is contrary to our human data on the effects of radium
ingestion? Is the public perception of a likelihood of developing thyroid, lung, breast
and other cancers justified by our knowledge?

In a similar manner, the contribution of radon exposures to the average total
natural radiation background effective dose equivalent can be questioned. With a
range of values for the conversion of the bronchial tissue rad dose per working level
month of 0.07 to 14 rad/WLM (NAS88), what confidence can be placed on our
estimates of the effective dose equivalent for radon decay daughters and their
associated risk of cancer mortality? Too many assumptions are necessary for the
genera1 use of this quantity as the basis for comparing exposures from dissimilar of
sources of radiation. Is there the same degree of confidence in estimating cancer
mortality risk from radon exposure based on effective dose equivalent estimates as
there is in using dose equivalent for whole body exposures to gamma rays? Is too
much uncertainty covered-up when we say that radon exposure contributes 55% of
the total average effective dose equivalent in the U.S. population?

Collective Dose and Committed Dose

These concepts, while having perhaps some merit in providing perspectives
on societal and long-term risks relative to a well-defined population, often are
extended in use far beyond our regions of reasonable confidence in results
calculated. Boundaries in time and space (population size) in calculating these
quantities, especially collective dose, must be recognized. The estimation of the
number of cancers expected in the total U.S. and Canadian population (250 million)
to be caused by the Chernobyl nuclear power plant accident is an example of the
use of an unbounded collective dose calculation (An88). It has been reported that,
20 lifetime radiation-induced fatal cancers could occur in this population from this
accident. This estimate is based on estimates of an average collective 50 year dose
commitment of 0.5 mrem per person. In a review of the very low dose, compared
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to the 10-20 rad dose minimal dose level for significance in the Japanese atomic
bomb cohort, the projected 20 cancer mortality cases cannot be taken seriously.
The true effect is likely to be zero, if not zero, and such calculations should be
discouraged. The NCRP's recommendation of 0.1 mrerrs/y as a dose rate
corresponding to a negligible individual risk and the below regulatory concern policy
of the U.S.N.R.C. are beginnings in such bounding, but further examination is
warranted.

Reference Radiation for Quality Factor

There appears to be an unpublicized change in the reference radiation used
in determining the "quality factor" for various types of radiation. The reference
radiation used by the ICRP in its newest recommendations appears to be gamma
rays at very low dose rates and protracted exposure conditions chosen to simulate
routine exposure conditions. The traditional reference radiation is 200-250kVp x
rays or gamma rays at high dose rates. This change is not a subtle one since the
difference in the dose response under these different conditions can be as high as a
factor of 5 or 6. Therefore, the ICRP-recommended increase in Q for neutron by a
factor of 2 appears to be due to a change in reference radiation and not to any
inc. ease in neutron biological effectiveness. Such changes should not be made in a
cavalier mode since it impacts directly on protection limits. The choice of a
"reference radiation" needs to be carefully examined.

Occupational Limit

ICRP's proposed occupational limit is 10 rem per 5 years with the conditional
limit of no more than 5 rem in any 1 year. A question arises as to ICRP's
justification for the added restriction of a 5-year limit, which averages to 2 rem per
year. The apparent justification is that, "the Commisssion's aim at this stage is to
reach a judgement about a level of dose that would reasonably be regarded as
being only just short of unacceptable in all normal situations. The Commission is
not, at this stage, concerned with the levels of dose actually received." Ignoring
data on actual doses makes this clearly an academic approach to radiation
protection.

Operational data for the U.S. workforce suggests that the average effective
dose equivalent is less than 0.5 rem/y, with few doses above 1-2 rem/y. If the
present system accomplishes what the ICRP is seeking, why the unnecessary
added restriction of a 5-year limit? Perhaps the real intent is to further exposure
reduction by a more restrictive upper bound on ALARA or optimization.
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CONCLUSION

The record of radiation protection as practiced in the United States has been
a remarkable success in view of the extremely hazardous quantities of sources of
exposure handled. Earlier respect for these sources by scientists, physicians,
nuclear engineers, health physicists and others who, recognizing the tremendous
potential for health damage, initiated requirements and controls to assure that a high
level of protection for workers and members of the public was achieved. The earlier
"system of dose limitation" was comparatively simple. Today, however, radiation
protection has become very complex and the protection objectives to be
accomplished seem to be obscure. Too much attention is focused on implementing
an academic approach to achieving protection for sources that do not have the
potential for any extraordinary health consequences. ICRP appears to be
advocating a system of radiation protection that is founded on philosophical
concepts and assumptions that are overly responsive to social conservatism and
therefore overly restrictive for health protection alone. We find little evidence in
ICRP's 1990 draft recommendations that "the Commission has been concerned to
maintain stability in the recommendations" or that it adequately recognizes the merit
of its own words that "frequent changes would only introduce confusion."

Do the recommendations best reflect what we know and have experienced
from the science and practice of health physics? Do we believe their recommended
"system of dose limitations" is necessary for the adequate protection of public
health? Radiation protection is too important for the health physics profession not
to critically examine basic thinking behind the protection it needs to provide. We
suggest that ICRP's newest recommendations be so examined.
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The opinion expressed in this article are solely those of the authors and are
not to be considered as representing in any content those of our employers.
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